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The Journal of Astronomical History and Heritage (JAHH) was founded in 1998, and since 2007 
has been produced three times yearly, now in March/April, July/August and November/December. 
It features review papers, research papers, short communications, correspondence, IAU reports 
and book reviews. 

Papers on all aspects of astronomical history are considered, including studies that place the 
evolution of astronomy in political, economic and cultural contexts. Papers on astronomical heritage 
may deal with historic telescopes and observatories, conservation projects (including the 
conversion of historic observatories into museums of astronomy), and historical or industrial 
archaeological investigations of astronomical sites and buildings. All papers are refereed prior to 
publication. There are no page charges, and in lieu of reprints authors are sent a pdf or Word 
camera-ready version of their paper so that they can generate their own reprints on demand. 

Prospective authors may download the ‘Guide for Authors’ from 
http://www.narit.or.th/en/files/GuideforAuthors.pdf or request it from Professor Wayne Orchiston 
(wayne. orchiston@narit.or.th). Intending contributors should carefully follow these guidelines when 
preparing manuscripts. Papers and book reviews should be e-mailed to Professor Orchiston, or 
posted to him at: 

National Astronomical Research Institute of Thailand 
191 Huay Kaew Road 
Suthep District 
Muang 
Chiang Mai 50200 
Thailand 

Enquiries concerning review copies of books, advertising space, and back numbers of the Journal 
also should be directed to Professor Orchiston. 

The JAHH is now an electronic journal. All content back to Vol. 1 may be downloaded free of 
charge from either the Journal’s web site at http://www.narit.or.th/en/index.php/jahh or the 
SAO/NASA Astrophysics Data System site (http://adsabs.harvard.edu/cgi-bin/nph-
toc_query?db_key=AST&journal=jahh) and its 12 mirror sites around the world. The electronic 
version of the journal will continue to be produced three times a year (nominally in March, July and 
November) and posted on both sites. Those who wish a hard copy may print it out or have it done 
by their local printers. For this reason a single pdf of each entire issue is available on the site at 
NARIT. 
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Journal are not necessarily those of the Institute, the Editors or the Editorial Board. 

COVER IMAGE 

A sketch by Akira Sato showing the rhombic antenna of the 100–140 MHz dynamic spectrograph 
(on the tower above and slightly left of the artist’s signature) and the 10-m parabolic antenna. In the 
background, and to the left of the parabolic antenna, is the TAO’s distinctive ‘Einstein Tower’ solar 
telescope. This image appears in the third article in the series, Highlighting the history of Japanese 
radio astronomy, by Kenji Akabane, et al., which starts on page 2 of this issue (courtesy: NAOJ 
Archives) 
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